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Problems Hit La Posada

Students staged an informal protest Tuesday against the self-service dishwasher conveyer
belt by putting their trays on the floor to be cleane.d up by cafeteria employees (left). The
sign was also a victim ofthe protest (right).
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The deadline for buying
student health insurance is
Friday, Sept. 3. Further information is available at the
Student Health Center.

Average Rides Cost Students 18¢

Students Finding Buses More Convenient
By Joe Donnelly

Students who buy semester-bus
passes and regularly ride the bus cs
pay an average of 18 cents for each
ride, a city transportation
department official said.
Connie Callan, marketing
analyst for the Albuquerque
Transportation Department, said
students average 18 cents because
many use their passes for riding to
other places than school.
Callan said more students should
ride the bus rather than drive their
car to school because it is more
convenient since students riding the
bus can get left off in front of the
campus.

"lt's really closer to some of the what the final total may be for
classrooms than you can park," student passes sold this semester,
but said some figures may be
Callan said.
released soon.
Callan said she did a survey of
Figures· on how many students
students riding the buses last year
rode
the bus last year (both passes
and found most were from the
and
regular
fare) were not able to
Northeast Heights.
be made because fare boxes were
"If a bus is near your house, it not made to register what kind of
pretty well goes ncar UNM because person rode the bus.
many of the bus routes go along
Callan said the new "registering
Central Avenue," she said. fare boxes," which are to be
"Students have the best selection of installed shortly, will give better
anyone."
figures on the amount of
handicapped,
senior-citizen and
Callan said 600 semester-student
student
riders.
bus passes were sold the first three
Callan also said ridership on city
days they were available this
buses increased 14 per cent during
semester. The passes sell for $28.
Callan said she was unsure of the past fiscal year.
Between July 1, 1975, and June
30, I 976, there were 3,936,461

riders on city transit. During the
same period the year before, there
were 3,450,840 riders.
Callan said it was hard to say
'what to attribute the increases to.
Some of the possible reasons were
increases in service, better routes
and a more thorough publicity
campaign to make people more
aware of the bus system.
Callan said there were reasons
for better success next year. The
bus company has acquired 52 new
buses. These are air conditioned,
carpeted and some are now
equipped with new fare boxes.
The city is presently negotiating
for a federal grant to purchase 24
more new buses.
Another reason why buses may

become more popular next year is
tbe new fare structure. In the new
structure, the old thirty cent fare
plus five cent for any zone changes
was discontinued and replaced with
a flat 35 cent fare plus elimination
of the zones.
Callan said, "For some people
we increased the fare, for some it
stayed the same and some are
paying less."

UNM Offers
New Minor
In Sociology

A new unoergraduate minor in
social welfare is being offered by
UNM's sociology department.
The minor requires nine semester
hours of specialized courses in
social work and nine hours of
electives which can be selected from
a Jist of courses in sociology,
psychology,
anthropology,
economics
and
political
science.
By Wynona McWatters
Sociology
instructor
Jill
McKelvy
Because the Bernalillo County cqmmissioners voted on Aug. 31 to
said
the
minor
was
established
budget only $49,000 to kover the cost of Suntran bus service to the
county, the bus company is reducing its service to some areas. The bec-ause of a "longstanding and
., bus company had proposed to the county an approximate cost figure persistent demand for a program of
of $100,000 to cover the cost of bus service to county areas during the courses geared to semi-professional
occupations in local-welfare
coming fiscal year.
·
A Suntran spokesman, who wished not to be identified, said Sept. 7 agencies."
The three required courses cover
is the date when these changes will be put into effect. Routes that are
topics
ranging from an historical
being changed at this time include the Isleta, Highway 85, Coors
of institutions created to
analysis
Road, Atrisco, Arenal and North 4th Street (Alameda) runs.
meet
changing-human
needs,
The bus that now runs to Isleta will only run during "peak periods''
of
the
philosophy
and
development
after Sept. 7. There will be two runs in the morning and two runs in
the afternoon. This bus will only go as far south as Los Padillas on practice. of social work and an
examination of the ~heories and
Highway 85.
The Coors Road and the Highway 85 buses will be combined and techniques used in social-work
practice.
will run the new route approximately once each hour.
Electives include courses in
The Atrisco, Arena! and North 4th Street (Alameda) runs will not
deviant
behavior, criminology,
have bus service during the middle of the day, approximately 10 a.m.
of ·sexual identity,
psychology
to 2 p.m. The early morning and the late-afternoon service of these
current
American-Indian
problems
runs will remain the same as it is now •
and
the
economics
of
poverty.
David Santillanes, Bernalillo County commission chairman, said
McKelvy said the social-welfare
that a private bus line is still interested in serving parts of the South
Valley and the Isleta atea but M-did·rwtknot«· wh~n or if this private- minor is offered through the
Photo by Dan Herrera
bus service would be made available.

Budget Cuts to Limit
County Bus Service
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Hays S~bmits Resignation
•

COLUMBUS,
Ohio
] (UPI)-Rep. Wayne Hays, ruined
j politically by the Elizabeth Ray sex
~scandal, told Ohio Gov. James
'@ Rhodes Wednesday he will resign
Ci from Congress Sept. 8. A colleague
o called it "a sad end to a sad case."
-~ The resignation, last move in the
OJ step-by-step destruction of Hays'
:;;: formidable congression:'\1 influence,
~ seemed certain to stop cold the
House
Ethics' Committee's
c-i planned investigation of Hays-Ray
OJ Affair.
~ Congressional sources said that
P-. panel, anticipating the resignation,
has had staffers draft a

z

stating, in effect, that it will close
the investigation in view of Hays'
departure.
But the 65-year-old Ohio
Democrat would still remain the
subject of a Federal Grand Jury
probe into Ray's allegation that he
got her a $14,000 a year
congressional staff job in which she
did nothing but serve as his
mistress.
"He called me about!! a.m. and
said he would resign," Rhodes told
reporters at the Ohio State Fair.
"He said he wanted to do it (call)
because of courtesy. I didn't ask
him wh

"He said the (resignation) letter
would be in the mail.''
Hays was in seclusion at his Ohio
farm and not available for
comment. He has been there,
attending to his bride of five
months who is recuperating from
minor surgery, since he announced
last month he would not seek reelection.
ln. Washington, Rep. Richard
Bolling, D-Mo., said as word of
Hays' intentions began filtering
through Congress: 'Its a sad end to
a sad case."
Rhodes said Hays assured him
his eastern Ohio district would
remain represented in Congress
through the remainder of this term
by the congressman's Capitol Hill
and Ohio staffs.
The governor said Ohio officials
had made no decision as to whether
such representation would be
adequate or whether a special
election would have to be cd-lled to
fill Hays' post until January, when
the new Congress convenes.

Observatory
Open to Public
The UNM Campus Observatory,
located one block north of Lomas
on Yale, will open to the public for
the first time in the 1976 fall
semester on Sept. 2, from 8 p.m. to
10 p.m.
The observatory's instruments
will be focused on the moon, near
quarter,
weather
its
first
permitting.
Admission is free, and children
12 years old or younger must be
accompanied by an adult.
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State Causes Pitfalls for Mopeds

~t:JJ ,lil[J)
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By Christine Hammond
There is a vehicle that gets 150 to
200 miles per gallon and can be
ridden home if it runs out of gas.
With gas prices less earthbound
than ever, the moped, a motorized
pedal bicycle, is now becoming a
realistic alternative.

By United Pross International

Congress Pay-Boost Cut
WASHINGTON- With elections barely two months away, the
House Wedn(lsday voted overwhelmingly to kill a scheduled 5 per
cent pay ra{se for members of Congress and top level officials of
the government.
·
The 325-75 vote came on an amendment to a $780.3 million appropriations bill to fund congressional operations in the 1977
fiscal year that starts Oct. 1. The Senate must still approve the
provision to halt the pay boost.
The raise, not yet firm in its size but estimated to be about 5
per cent, would go into effect Oct.1 under a law passed last year.
A 5 per cent raise for members of congress would mean
another $2,230 a year on top of the present $44,600 a year salary.
Congress got its first increase under the automatic plan last October, going up at that time from $42,500 a year.
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FBI Director Investigated

be disconnected so it can be pedaled
for exercise or if it runs out of gas.
Perfect for in-town traffic,
mopeds will travel as fast as 30
mph. Regulations in different states
limit the bikes' top speeds.

Thompson Talk
Still On Despite
Cycle Accident

One by one state motor-vehicle
bureaus are recognizing the moped
as a "motor-assisted bicycle" and
allowing it on public roads

MOSCOW-A Soviet newspaper said Wednesday the
·mysterious "Legionnaire's Disease" that has killed 28 Americans
may have resulted from Pentagon experiments in chemical and
biological warfare that went "out of control."
The suggestion by the weekly Literatu1"11aya Gazeta appeared
in an article that also charged the United States was violating the
1972 convention banning biological weapons and alleged that the
CIA was producing and stockpiling chemical and bacteriological
agents of mass destruction.
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Committee-member George
Coston said Thomson has made
several eccentric requests. For
example, Coston said, only two
people are to. pick him up at the
airport this afternoon and no press
conference will be held. Also a large
pitcher of ice cubes is to be at the
podium when he speaks.

ASPNM Popular Ent£'rtninment Commiltr<>

!!ISiter for free
Alpine Product #3
Polarguard
sleeping bag.

Applications are bl'ing tak<"n for the ASUNM
Popular Entertainment Commilt(•c. Apply in p<'rson at thl' ASUNM O(fkl'. SUB.

Work-stUdj· Sl'c'y wantrd. Student must be
f.'ligible for 1 )'£'ar of work-study. Apply at NC'HO
Orlicl', Chicano Sh1die.'J. Mort & Tues. from 10·11
a.m.

Drawing Saturday

The t1NM Simulations Asc;or. will ml't't Sun ..
Srpt. 5 (rom 10 a.m. to G p.m. in lht' Law SC"hool,
Rm. 110. All people interestt'd in simulations and
wargaming arl' invited.
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RECORD ALBUMS

2320
Central
A\le. S.E.
268·4876.
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EVENTS:

DISCO-Bring your favorite
_,Golden Oldies'
1

Sept. 2nd-Thursday

8pm-1am

The New Mexico Daily Lobo is published
Monday through Friday every regular week
or the University year and weekly during the
summer session by the Board of Student.
Publications of the University of New Mexico,
and Is not fina.ncially a!Sociated wfth UNM.
Second dass pootage paid at. Albuquerque,
New Mexico 87131. Subscription rate is
$10.00 forth~ academic year.
-, .
The opinions expressed on the edJtor1al
pages or The Daily Lobo are those of the
author solely, Unsigned opinion is that of the
editotial board I)( ·The Daily l.obn. Nothinlf
printed in Th~ O.:tlly Lo~ nccc&sa.rily
represents the views ofthcUniversityofNew
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ADMISSION TO THE GAME IS ONLY $1.00
(regularly $1.25)

Frid~y S~pt!!

DAILY LOBO
Vol. 81
No.10
Box 20, University P.O., UNM
Aibuquerque, N.M. 87131
Editorial Phone (505) 277"
4102, 277-4202.

See the Albuquerque Dukes take on the
Salt Lake City Gulls and get a 12 ounce cup of

beer for only 25¢

MOUNTAINS
AliD

IUVE:RS
2320

c~ntral

Ave.S.E.
268-4876
Do th• Trick

Head
Supplies
-·-·•·-·Clot bing
-·-·•·-·Posters
-·-·•·-·Tapestries
-~-···-·Levis

wilt m12d on 9}2n6 at 1 p.m. in the PEC Offic(',
Rm. 2lB, Sl'B.

CASH PRIZES!

Best Costume
Dance Contests
Games:
"Broad" Jumping
'~Broad" Lifting
Shot Put (how many can
you put down?)
Drinking Marathon

Today's Event
12:00 Clinic
"Backpack Cookery"
2:00 Slide Show
"Backpacking"
Mitch Stucker

FOR THE BEST IN

Thompson has also requested
that a bodyguard be present.
Coston said he wasn't sure if a
bodyguard would be provided, but
that campus police will be there
tonight.

Book Bags $1.50
3025 Central NE
By The Lobo Theatre ~-----

According to the New Mexico
State Motor Vehicle Department
(MVD), the moped is considered a
minibike and is subject to all
motorcycle regulations, including a

Well established in Europe as a
mode of transportation, mopeds
cost between $300 and $500.

1nformntionnl meetings on Fulbright nnd
British Marshnll Scholarships will be held in the
lntcrnnt.ionnl Center, 1808 Las Lomas NE, on
Wed., Sept. 8, from 34 p.m.

"Gonzo" journalist Hunter
Thompson, who is to appear at
Popejoy Hall tonight, was in a
motorcycle accident late last week
and is having some difficulty
speaking, Porter Dillon, committee
chairwoman said.

Thompson will speak at 8 p.m. in
Popejoy Hall and tickets are on sale
throughout today in the SUB, or at
the "c!oor tonight.

Excellent assortment of other
Book Bags in stock

unfettered by the many rules and
regulations that affect motorcycles.
Twenty-three
states
have
reclassified the bikes, with
legislation pending in another
dozen

NM·PIRG needs students to work on a taxreform/solar cnt>rgy and conservation: proJect.
Credit offered, or non·cred(t basis, PIRG Offiec,
107·0 Cornell SE, or call 277·2757,

i

Soviets 'Solve' Mystery

CORPORATION

Lobophoto

David Orioste of the MVD said
the next legislative session will be
drafting a specific definition for the
moped. The Motor Vehicle
Equipment Safety Commission, a
national agency, is now holding
hearings to standardize the bikes.
Its findings will directly affect New
Mexico's rulings on mopeds.

Gay consciousness-raising groups will be for·
ming Sun., Sept. 5, nt Juniper, Rm. 1055, Mesa
Vista Hall at 8 p.m. For more information, call
Junipor at 277~2564..

Thompson, the first speaker on
this year's ASUNM Speakers
Committee Program, has injured
his jaw and therefore must wear
metal plates in his mouth but he will
be able to talk, Dillon said.

WASHINGTON-President Ford Wednesday ordered Attorney General Edward H. Levi to brief him on financial corruption charges involving FBI Director Clarence Kelley. Levi
declined to say whether he will recommend that Kelley be fired
for accepting gifts from his agents.
"I think he has been doing an excellent job and I must say, I
assume that when you refer to the FBI activities you must be
aware of changes in the bureau," Levi said.

sports outfit and JOin
us at the wildest party ever!!

resolv~d.

The
moped combines a
lightweight step-through frame,
similar to that of a bicycle, with a 2
cycle 49cc engine of 1 .5 hp, and an
automatic transmission. It sounds
complicated but is as easy tc
operate as a bicycle. The engine can

DUBLIN, Ireland-Parliament voted Wednesday to declare a
state of national emergency in the Irish Republic, giving the
green light to the government's tough, new anti-terrorist
measures.
After two days of emergency debate at a specially convened
session of Parliament, deputies voted 70 to 65 for a government
resolution declaring the emergency.
Before that parliament rejected by 70 votes to 64 an amendment put forward by the Fianna Fail Opposition Party opposing
the resolution.
The government win cleared the way for debate on the new anti-subversive legislative package which Premier Liam Cosgrave
demanded in order to "rid the "country" of the outlawed Irish
Republican Army (IRA).

<~weirdest"

Cycle Cave, Inc. on Menaul once
stocked motorized bikes, but has
temporarily discontinued selling
them until the controversy is

Although most New Mexico
residents have yet to see a moped, it
is forecast to become as common as
ten speeds. Estimated annual sales .
across the nation are expected to be
in the millions by the early 1980's,
said Popular Mechanics Magazine.

Irish Emergency Declared

256-9893

motorcycle license. However, some
models do not comply with what is
required by the safety inspection
codes and are illegal under any
circumstances.

3, 1976

7:30 pm Albuquerque Sports Stadium
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Daily LOBO

Letters
EditoriaJs
Opinions

Perspective

DOONESBURY

by Garry Trudeau

LULAC Counsels Youth

Op.inion
By George Coston
The word "politics" is used so much we often forget its original
~!!!!!~: meaning. The following should clear up any doubts one might have
§
aboutthisword.
Politics is a process of compromise of doing favors, of melting
out community or national resources. Perhaps most of all, it is a
knowledge of people-what they want; why they want it; and
sometimes, how much they want it. It is bringing the right com·
bination of people together (or keeping them apart). It is a trading
~"""'of opportunities, people and ideas to make something happen,
Even though political issues are the substance of politics, the
political world, to a surprising extent, is not issue-oriented. There is
a distinction between people primarily concerned with politics and
those primarily concerned with issues-and it is this distinction that
~--"!!-~~::....:o....._ affects many of us because we generally tend to enter the political
world through the issue door.
People who are motivated by issues are more likely to have made
a commitment to an ideal. They will not be satisfied until their goal
is reached, and they will do whatever they can to reach it. On the
surface, they care less about their individual role than they do
about their cause.
·
um•wm••unum•uuuum•••u•rmmu•••••t••u•,••nu•m••uuu•un Letters •••••m•••uur•••••••tn•n••m•••u•m•m••nm•nn••munmmmnuuu.
People who are motivated by politics are concerned more with
their ability to have an input into the decision-making process than
with the final course of the decision. They do look for issues that
will enable them to distinguish themselves, to leave some imprint
upon the community. This is not to say that they do not care about
moral· or other kinds of commitments. Rather, it is to suggest that
Editor:
was fought not to "free the proud of it. Mr. Gesner, please they may not be inclined to go to the line on an issue if they .see no
In re·&ponse to George slaves," but to preserve the write your next letter to the opportunity to make a difference. They prefer small steps to no
Gesner's
letter
Tuesday, Union.
editor about militant Black steps at all.
''Imagine. ·Lester Maddox'
Politics is important. We need politicians because they can tranI am not supporting Lester punks instead of militant
Militia," I -must say that the Maddox, but before anyone
slate
the needs of people into issues we can do something about.
Southerners lest your argumentraditional; nee-abolitionist view makes any more cheap in- ts suffer in credibility.
Without politicians, we would be torn asunder by conflicting inof the South· so many liberals dictments of the South, think,
terests. We alsO need advocates who can point the way to issues
Cosme J. Horne for politicians to act upon;
seem to hold as Holy writ is in- please, of the outrages Whites
have suffered in the hands of
rioting Blacks in Detroit this
past summer, for instance.
Logically, condemnation of
Lester Maadox must be
followed up with a condemnation
of
militant Editor:
student screaming, "Somebody stole my goddicative of Mr: Gesner's propen- minorities.
The UNM Bookstore deserves a great deal of
damned backpack!" That's two packs in five
sity to merely parrot prevalent
In an era where Southerners blame for the many bookbags and knapsacks
minutes from one shelf. It seems we are forced
ideas without making an in- are viewed as Simon Legrees, stolen from its shelves the past two weeks.
to leave our valuables there, unwatched, free for
dependent,analysis.
The expense and frustration of being vicand when White ethnics suffer
the taking.
I do not have the time to give the indignity of being called timized by bookbag thieves could have been
Eight lucky students at a time, it's true, have
Mr. Gesner history lessons; "other,"
behind
"Native avoided if a guard were posted to watch the
the opportunity to deposit their stuff in a coin
however, if'suffices to say that American,"
"Spanish shelves where students are required to leave
locker. But that the rest of the shelves are open
the Confeder!lCY was not an American," and "Black" while their belongings.
and unguarded makes the bookstore about as
Auschwitz prison camp for filling out a job application, I
I was victim to such a theft. After reporting the
public-minded as bus stations which instruct
Blacks as many would have us must say that I am a white, stolen bag to the bookstore office, I passed once
janitors to clean only the pay toilets.
believe. Indeed, the Civil War Anglo-Saxon, Protestant and more by the shelf only to witness another
Rodger Friedman

..

No Time for History Lessons; ButThe South Was Not an Auschwitz

UNM Bookstore: A Thief's Paradfse
Shelves Are .Left Open, Unguarded

This Page

by Garry Trudeau

NO, I TEl-l- YOIJ! NO
VIC/OIJS 1-!TTl.& Nt:a)lfiS/
I1Y GO/), YOU P&OPLc
CAt.!- THIS COIJNTRY
A C/Wt./ZATION?!

This page is open to the University community for expressions
they have to make. Any thoughts
the LOBO readers have in the way
of opinions, gripes or compliments
may be turned in for publication.
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Opinions follow the same
guidelines .as. letters, except that
'here is no maximum word limit
however the writer should keep i~
mind that the shorter an opinion,
th~ more widely read it is.
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Although one out of every three
Spanish-Americans attends a
school (according to a 1970 census), the centers are committed
to expand the educational
horizons originally believed to be
out of reach of the Spanish surnamed.
George Baca, spokesman for the
Albuquerque center of LULAC,
states the programs' objectives as
being of a counseling nature. Baca
said, "We help high school students
decide what they want to do, and
we're available to help them seek
those programs best suited for
them."
LULAC is funded on a nation-

"1

s::

wide basis with a $l.2 million
budget from a Community Services
Administration (formerly the
Office of Economic Opportunity)
Grant. Based in Washington, D.C.,
the National Education Service first
opened
its
operations
in
Albuquerque three years ago.
l:ly the second year of operation,
the center served approximately
1600 New Mexicans in either
educational or employment
capacities. The Albuquerque center
aids in school placement (academic
as well as vocational-technical
schools) and provides assistance in
job and housing placement.

Spanish-surnamed residents of the
state, but "we will help anyone who
wishes to usc our services." The
majority of LULAC's clients are
Spanish Amerkans, followed in
turn by Anglo Americans, Blacks
and Native Americans.
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The Albuquerque chapter of ~
LU LAC and the National '"
Educational Service are at 525 San
Pedro NE.
~
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Baca said the emphasis is on the

CONTACTS?

Brir!Q your Rx, or just come by ••• Wo abo
clu.on
polish,
all solutions•.•

Casey Optical Co.
4312 Lomas at Washington
Phone 255-6329

... Welfare
(Continued from page 1)

sociology department as an
"adjunct curriculum."
"There is a widespread
misconception identifying social
work with sociology," she said,
"and it is often difficult for us to
explain the distinction between
sociology as an academic social
science disciplii1e and the field of
social work, which is a practicing
vocation.''

It Sounds

She said a major in social welfare
was decided against because of the
distinction between social work and
sociology.

Incredible

''While
some
sociology
departments offer an adjunct
curriculum in social welfare along
with their regular academic
programs, we were cognizant of the
tendency of such courses to
compete with and dilute the basic
sociology curriculum,'' she said.

BUT EVELYN WOOD GRADUATES CAN READ
THE EXORCIST IN 58 MINUTES

She said the new minor meets ''in
a minimal way at least, the rapidly
mounting demand of sociology
undergraduates for some applied or
vocationally oriented focus in their
academic education."

The Least Expensive
Spirits Around
Plus
Bluegrass
Thurs.-Sat.
And
Continuous Music
'Sunday From 2PM

With
News Editor
Joseph Donnel:y

<1l

(Ne)(t door to Casey Rexall Drug)

Open
Labor Day

~------------------------------------~~===-~
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Picnic & Volleyball

Staff. All other columns, cartoons
qnd letters represent the op1nmn
~r ~l"'; ,;,:.;~!-.:"'_~ J;,::! d,:. :.::.t :ot,;,,€;;.~c~!.: 7
refiec.: !!oe v1ews of the staff.

C'MON.'
t.eT's HfiAR.

With

Both letters and opinions .are
subject to editing for length and
possibly libelous content.

Board

By D. M.Hynn
The League of United Latin
American Citizens (LULAC) runs a
program of National Education
Service Centers in 11 major US
cities, including Albuquerque.

The minor is especially designed
to accompany a major in either
sociology or psychology, but can be
pursued by students majoring in
other fields, McKelvy said.

The one hard and fast rule for
submissions for this page is that the
letter or opinion be signed. If there
is some very good reason why a letter should be printed without a
name, the wr.iter must discuss the
matter with the editor.
Short letters with short
paragraphs are more readable.
There is a 250-word limit on letters
to be printed and letters should
include the writer's name, phone
number ~nd address.

z
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Meaning of Politics

DOONESBURY

"Willing to Help Anyone'

Live Mariachi's
Go5MilesN.Of

Bernalillo To Algodones

At That Speed, The 403 Pages Come Across
With ..More Impact Than The Movie.
You can do it, too. So far over 550,000 other people have done
it. People who have different jobs, different IQs, different interests, different educations have completed the course. Our
graduates are people from all walks of life. These people.have
taken a course developed by Evelyn Wood, a promment
educator. Practically all of them at least tripled their reading
speed with equal or better comprehension. Most have increased it even more.
Think for a moment what that men as. All of them-even the
slowest-now read an average novel in less than two hours.
They read an entire issue of Time or Newsweek in 35 minutes.
They don't skip or skim. They read ~very w?rd. Th~y use no
machines. Instead, they let the matenal they re readmg determine how fast they read. And mark this well: they actually
understand more, remember more, and enjoy more than
when they read slowly. That's right! They understand more.
They remember more. They enjoy more. You can do the same

thing-the place to learn about it is at a free speed reading
lesson.
This is the same course President Kennedy had his Joint
Chiefs of Staff take. The staff of President Nixon completed
this course in June 1970. The same one Senators and
Congressmen have taken.
Come to a Min-Lesson and find out. It is free to you and you
will leave with a better understanding of why it works. One
thing that might bother you about your reading speed is th~t
One thing that might bother you about vour readmg speed IS
that someont might find out how slav.,_ ;s. The ins~ructors
The instructors at the Evelyn Wood R&, O.g Dynam1cs Free
Speed Reading lesson will let you keep your s.ecret. It's t~u:1
we practice the first step to improved readmg at a MnuLesson and we will increase your reading speed on the spot,
but the results will remain your secret. Plan to attend a free
Mini-Lesson and learn that it is possible to read 3-4-5 times
faster, with comparable comprehension.

.--------SCHEDULE- OF FREE MINI-LESSONS-------,

You'll increase your reading speed
50 to 100% on the spot!

6:00 p.m.
Room 250-C

Student Union Building
University of New Mexico
'

Telephone 266·7322 •.student Tuition Plan Availe.ble

867-9983·

casT:~:f11a

'

EVELYN WOOD READING DYNAMICS

.
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'
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Flesta Frlvolltles Begln Frlday
Hy Orlando Medina

music, dancing and religious
activities concentrated in the Santa
Fe Plaza to commemorate the
bloodless retaking of Santa Fe by
the Spanish conquistador Don
Diego De Vargas.
The festival will kick off Friday
night with Zozobra, complete with
fireworks and the usual crowds,
and last till about6 p.m. Monday.
Among the things to enjoy are
the arts and crafts booths, the
Saturday-morning
children's
parade,
the annual Fiesta
melodrama, the Sunday night
candlellght procession and the
Monday-afternoon Grand Parade.
Most of the Sunday activities
center around the religious aspect
of. the Fiesta and include the re·
enactment of the entrada or
entrance of General De Vargas and
his army into the city. Spnday
morning a mariachi mass will be
celebrated by Archbishop jl.obert
Sanchez in the St. Francis
Cathedral.
The event has been termed a non,
profit event by the sponsors, the
Santa Fe Fiesta Council, but, most
of the Santa Fe merchants,
especially those surrounding the
Plaza, are not necessarily motivated
in this area. By the way for visitors,
you cannot haggle with people in
the shops or in Sears and Roebuck.
For first-timers to the Fiesta the
following
tips
should
be
considered:
-The i tern on sale is SO-P AH,
PEE-YAHs, not soapapillers or
holler biscuits.
-Native Americans in the Plaza
do speak English and would

THE WORLD'S
FAVORITE
BED-TIME
STORY
IS FINALLY
A BED-TIME
STORY ...

·mm
From the creator of
Flesh Gordon,
Now
BILL OS CO's ...

Lobophoto

probably be baffled by sign
language.
-Liquor is prohibited in the
Plaza, but paper cups are
legal- You cannot fit a keg in a
paper cup all at one time.
-Santa Fe drivers are polite and
courteous, but because of an
abundance of chuckholes in the
streets,
tend
to
sway
occasionally-Avoid chuckholed
streets and Santa Fe drivers.
-Many excellent bathroom
facilities exist around the Plaza, but
use the ones inside or you could be
arrested for indecent exposure.
. -If you must reveal to several

individuals the contents of your
stomach for the past few hours,
select some place more intimate
than next to a food stand. It tends
to discourage customers.
-Finding a quiet spot to rest
your eyes and feet for a short time
is important, but remember the
story of the man who woke up
inside a garbage truck.

AN X-RATED MUSICAL COMEDY

The Fun Starts
Friday

-Most of Santa Fe's residents
will go out of their way to help you
in an emergency, but they tend to
frown on visitors who molest their
dogs at 3 a.m.

GOLDEN
FRIED
CHICKEN

Greater Costs Cause
Dorm Food Limitations

-Farolitos (if you are from
Santa Fe) or luminarias (if you are
from Albuquerque) are beautiful
traditions meant to bring out

CONTACTS?

Bring your Rx, or just como by ••• We &lao

chum

polish,

ull solutiona ••.

Casey Optical Co.
(Next door to Casey Rexall Drug)

4312 Lomas at Washington

custom and illumination, but they
taste terrible. The wax is hard to
clean from your nostrils.
Finally, the Santa Fe Fiesta is a
nice place to relax and enjoy
yourself, but on Tuesday morning
back at UNM it is hard for your
fellow classmates to view the
professor if you insist on wearing
one of those hats with a long
feather and your name embroidered
in silver glitter.

[~:~~-~~3\

New courst' being ofr{'red: ComparalivC'
Literature 223, "The Big (}uesHons.'' is int<'ndt•d
as a nl'w approach to litl'rntur(', with r<'ading-s
gTOUJ)ed under g'l'nl'ral queslions like "Who Am

I," "What Is Happiness," and "Whai Is Right."
Contributing faculty from thC' English and
Languag<' d!'parlmenls will lrrturC' and l<>ad
discussions. All for(•ign works will bt• r£•ad in

English trnnslalion. Occasional gul'st IN•turers

·.

~~0

,. \. ~\~ ~
c,CJ,V
~"

c-!.-'( ~, Gr~r
G~ s~~v

music, philosophy, and art history, No prl'Vious
study is requir£'d, hut il would bl' desirahlt• for tht•
sludrnlto have already passed English 101·l.02 or
its ('quivalenl.
Women's Hughy Team practice 'l'ucs. and
Thurs. at 5:30 p.m. at Johnson Gym field. New
people weleome.
Las Campanas will hold th£>ir first. meeting
Wed., S£>pt. 1, at R<Jg<'r Th<Jmpson's hous£>, 7213
Ottawa NE, at 6:30 p.m. U you need a rlde call
Toni Fowl£>r at. 277-3571, Anna Durand at 877·
1173, Sandy Barnhart at 277-4073 or Rogl'r Thompson at 881-8876.

Attention Gradual£> StudC"nls: Interested in
gelling a job? Registl'r now wilh Caret•r Services,
Mesa Vista, Rm. 2131.
Come and play US Nalional Chess Mastc>r Spen·
cer Lucas at. 7 p.m .. Thurs., St>pt. 2 in Rm. 231 BC,
SUB. The exhibilion is frel' and open to everyone.
A local psyrhic offers a course in Tarot rard
reading. 'fhe 4-week course meets Saturdays, 4:30
p.m. at the Gypsy Candle R('staurant. There is no
charge.

The ASUNM Spt•akers Committee welcomes all.
ideas lor its 1976-77 Speakers Seri('S. Mail your
idE'as to the ASUNM Sp('akers Committ('(', SUB,
Suite 2~2. or call277-6435.

DISCOVER THE CONVENIENCE, QUALITY .AND
GOODr"ESS OF GOLDEN FRIED CHICKEN

·OURS:
. ·~M TO 10PM SUN. THRU THURS.
PHONE¢ 242-2181
·!VI TO 11PM FRI. & SAT.

.-nrn.

Meeting <Jf th£> ASUNM Finanrl' Commit tel' at 2
p.m .• Thurs., SC'pt. 2 in Rm. 230 SUB. Public is in·

vi ted.

Aman

Monday, September 20

Folk Singers, Dancers, Musicians

Equus

Monday, October 11

Thrilling Psycho-Drama-7 Tonys

Shenandoah

Thursday, October 28

Broadway Musical Hit

Polish Radio Symphony

Sunday, October 31

Great Music

Dimitri

Monday, November 17

Europe's most fa1uous clown

A Little Night Music

Wednesday, November 17

Broadway Musical

Osipov Balalaika Orchestra
Sherlock Holmes

Wednesday, February 23

London Broadway Hit

Eliot F eld Ballet

Saturday, February 26

The best in Dance

History of Jazz

Tuesday, March 1

Newport AU-Stars

Love's Labours Lost

Sunday, March 13

Shakespeare Comedy

AreYouNow

Sunday, April17

McCarthy's Hollywood Witch Hunt

Subscription Discounts - .Fac/Staff 400/o
UNM Students with Activity Cards- 750/o

Dendlfnc for rechart('I'ing student organizations
is Sept.· 17. For furth£>r information call th(>
Studunt Activflius Crnter at277-4706.

All gradunte and undergraduate students:
please leave your mtme, addr('ss and phon4.' num·
her with the department ser:retary at Mesa Vista
Hall. 3100. We are attempting to compile a more
complete li.slingof our student!;.
The New Mexiro legislature will eonsider
several areas of utility ref<Jrm this year. NMPIRG
will assist and coordinate students wishing Lfl
have an input into utility reform. Call 277-2757 or
stoo bv 107(! C:ornelt.

The Special "Mini Series
Roman de Fauvel

Sunday, October 24

. French Street Comedy

Wednesday, December 8
Saturday, February 5

pianist Frank Glazer

Prague Chamber Orchestra Monday, February 14
With Richter-Haaser

M ummenschanz

Wednesday, March 2

Swiss Comedians

FORA
LIMITED
TIME

Subscriptions- Same 0/o Discounts As Above
I

PLUS. THE CREAM OF ixi'ERI.MENTA,L

~

For Even Greater Discounts
Subscribe To Both Series

FILM·ART FROM AROUND THE WORLD
Tickots $3,00
Tickets Ava•lable After 10 PM
Day of Show

~:

Albuquerque -lobo Theatre

- 12:00 Midni ht

For complete information pick up a
colorful booklet at our Box Office

Subscription Sale Ends Friday·Sept.3
Telephone 277-3121

...., ..•..
;I

Monday, February 7

With Bolshoi Stars

Eastman Quartet

•

1830 LOMAS BLVD. N.E .

OriPnlatlon to Spt•rial Ed. and Scrl'{'ning
WorKshop, \\t\•d., S£>pt. 1, 3:30 nnd 7 p.m., Rm.
231.

Cultural Entertainment
Series 1976 .. 1977

by Robert Guralnik

FRIED CHICKEN
1 DINNER ROLL
COLE SLAW OR POTATO SALAD
OR FRENCH FRIES
SOFTDRINK&JALAPENO

$1.34 VALUE-NOW
TRY OUR NEW DRIVE-UP WINDO\'V

Tht> Graduate Stud('nt Assorintion is ltom·
porarily ]o('at('d in Rm. 24H, StTB, Phone 277-3803.
<Hfi('(' hours arl.' Monday-Thursday, 10-4.

POPEJOY HALL

Chopin Lives

2 PIECES CRISPY GOLDEN

REGULAR

Scret•ning paekl•ts for Spl'rial Ed. ar(' dul.'
Friday, Sl'pt. 3. Availnhh• at thl." Coll('gl." of
Eduralion.

will talk on individual l'Xprl.'ssion in such fil•lds us

ANNOUNCES THE OPENING OF A NEW
LOCATION CONV~IENTTO THE CAMPUS

.

By Steve Smith
Increased costs have resulted in many changes in the food service
at the University of New Mexico dormitories.
Meal-ticket holders are now limited to two glasses of milk each
meal. ?ne glass of orang.e juice can be had at breakfast only. Both of
these 1tems were served m unlimited quantities last semester.
Fresh fruit is now considered a dessert item (one dessert each
~ealJ which is another. change from last semester. Also the dining hall
1s closed to non-meal ticket holders and no one is allowed to take food
out of the b1,1ilding.
Residents are now required to clean their plates and load the dishwasher themselves. This service was performed by La Posada staff
last semester.
In an interview_ last Friday, t~e man responsible for these changes,
Robert Schulte, d1rector of housmg and food service, defended them.
Sch?lte, a UNM graduate, has been on the University's full-time
staff smce 19?9. He has held his present position for the last year.
Schulte sa1d that he had expected the negative reaction that had
greeted the changes but he stressed that to maintain food quality it
was necessary to cut costs in other areas.
He s_aid that last year the dining hall lost approximately $3,700 worth of d1shes that residents took out of the building and did not return.
This is the reason for increased security this year.
He said that some facilities have been transferred from the old
Hokona dining hall to save transportation costs between the two
buildings.
However it is the new dishwasher that seems to be Schulte's pride
and joy. "It will pay for itself in one year," he said proudly. He said
the machine, which recycles water, will save on detergent costs as
well as being cleaner and quieter. It also saves labor costs; four per.
sons were laid off after i(he ma.chine was installed.
Schulte said that two years ago the food-service operation lost
$132,000. Last year the deficit was cut in half. The goal for food ser·
vice is to break even, he said.
!fe defe?d?d his decis.ion to limit milk quantities while leaving soft
drmks unhm1ted by saymg that he thought the number of complaints
would have been much greater if the soft drinks had been limited. "I
guess I took a gamble," he said. He said that six glasses of milk each
day is more than enough nutritionally.
Despite the complaints Schulte said he thought the quality of the
food served at La Posada compared favorably with food served at
other institutions.
He said he did not see much future in non-compulsory meal tickets
because a minimum number of meal ticket holders is required to keep
costs as low as they are. Also the dorms are not equipped with
cooking facilities for all non-ticketed residents.

The Cultural Program Committee
The Associated Students UNM
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Mesa Chicana Fall Fiesta

A~l.- RIGHl
1H&:IJ. JUS1
rOR0E-f f«f

BORED
WALK

All UNM Chicano Graduate Students
Invited New And Old

FREE

WH0~6

TEXAS

lnstruiTients
Available At
( HOLMAN'S, INC.)
401 Wyoming Blvd. N.E. ·
Phone (505)-265-7981

1HA1 Al'JOUf?
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Gonzo
Journalist:
Hunter
Thompson, author of Fear and
Loathing in Las Vegas and
numerous other publications, is
scheduled to appear in Popejoy,
tonight at 8.
Film: Alice Doesn't Live Here
Anymore is tonight's SUB film. It's
about a woman and the changes she
goes through after her husband
dies. 7 & 9 p.m.
Film: The Exorcist is at the SUB
Friday and Saturday at 7 & 9 p.m.
A Hollywood version of demonic
possession.
Melodrama: The Return of the
Lecherous Von Leech (or That's
Villainy, Part 2) opens this Friday
night
at
Tiffany's
Restaurant/Saloon in Cerillos (on
NM 14, between Tijeras and Santa
Fe). If you thought that Betsy and
Randy Rockhurst had seen the last
of the Lecherous Von Leech, then
you're in for a surprise. Friday and
Saturday, 7:30 & 9:30p.m. Call 1471-2310 for reservations.

Food- Drinl<s - live Music- Dancing
Friday Sept. 10, 1976 7:00 p.m.
R.S.V.P. 898-7167 266-7430
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Tl-1250

Review by Bill Barrett
Every time [listen to Jerry Jeff I
ask myself, what's so special about
Jerry Jeff Walker? There's nothing
unusual about the music, and at
least superficially the lyrics don't
seem that different from the
thousands of other country .songs
I've heard. And yet "Desperadoes
Waiting for a Train," "Taken
Again" (Actually the title of this
song is "The Continuing Saga of
the Classic Bummer or Is This My
Free One-Way Bus Ticket to
Cleveland?"), "Hill Country
Rain," etc., keep flowing through
my mind. There is something about
Jerry Jeff's music that's hauntingly
intense.

story.''

Tl-1600

The lamp is broken on the table
My mind is blown and I'm
turning away
It's gelling more than I can
handle
It's geltin' more than l can say
I couldn't stay here if J wanted
I couldn't stay here if I tried
Cause you
were always
disappointing me
Guess I could never. do nothin'
right

TI-1650

I

I

!'

It's the kind of song to sing when
your old lady is bummed out with
you. Or when things just aren't
working out: A chant to drive away
the pain.
Jerry Jeff always plays and sings
lots of his friend's songs. Many of
the songs he is most widely known
for were written by other people
("LA
Freeway,"
and
"Desperadoes Waiting for A
Train" by Guy Clark, "Up Against
the Wall Redneck Mother" by Ray
Wiley Hubbard,etc.). He also
writes a lot of his own material
("Sangria Wine," "Taken Again,"
etc.)

Goes where you go. Adds, subtracts, multiplies, divides. Percentage, too. Automatic constant.
Full floating decimal. 8-digit display. Replaceable battery. Optional
adapter available.

Everything the T/-1200 has-plus.
Full function memory: add, subtract, recall or clear with a single
keystroke. Also, a change sign key.
Replaceable battery. Optional
adapter available.

Super slim. High-styled. Four functions. Percent key. Automatic constant. 8-digit display is easy on the
eyes. Use it 3 to 5 hours before
recharging. AC adapter/charger
and carrying case.

$995*

$1295*

$2495*

SH.-50A

Super slim. Powerful 4-key
memory. A change-sign key. Press
the keys just as you would state the
problem. Fast-charge battery offers 3 to 5 hours continuous use.
Adapter and carrying case
included.

$2995*

TI Business Analyst

SR-5L\

SR-56

LOBO Countty
Review

A lot of the album has started
growing on me already. "Won't
You Give Me One More Chance"
(written by Lee Clayton) is an easy
one to sing along with.

Know !feel a part ofyou
Is somehow out of tune.
It's somethin' I can't see,
Like the dark side of the moon.
It's a Good Night For Singin' has

PARTS
ACCESSORIES
REPAIRS
Hours

9am~pm, Monday-Saturday 109 YALE SE

COME FRIDAY-SEPT3-12 to8

Seminar

with John Wilson, Advent Rep.

ADVENT CHALLENGES ALL

OTHER RECEIVER/AMPSAT ANY PRICE!
·.:.t:

Even more power. Three user-accessible memories. Least square
linear regression. Factorials. Random numbers. Permutations.
Mean, variance, and standard deviation. 20-conversions. And more
-plus, everything that can be done
on the SR-SOA. AC adapter/ charger included.

Saves working with books of tables
and charts. Financial and statistical
operations are preprogrammed.
Handles: annuity, simple and compound interest, sinking fund, amortization, cash flow, cost control
and depreciation- and more. AC
adapter/charger and carrying case
included.

Super slide rule that's programmable. A powerhouse. 10 memories. 100 program steps. 9 levels of
parentheses, 4/eve/s of subroutine.
AOS (Algebraic Operating System)
lets you handle complex problems
naturally, left-to-right. Battery
pack, AC adapter/charger and Applications Library.

$5995*

$7995*

$4995*

$10995*

242-7888

a lot of good songs to sing.

One of the things that struck me
as unusual about It's A GoodNight
for Singin' was that there was only
one_ Jerry Jeff song, "Stoney," on
the whole album.

The classic slide rule calculator.
Algebraic keyboard and sum-ofproducts capability with singlefunction keys. Versatile memory:
add, store, or retrieve data. Set
angles to degrees or radians. Calculates to 13-digits, display rounds
to 10. Operates on rechargeable
battery pack.

Review by Russ Parsons
From Steve Young's new album, Renegade Picker, it appears that
he is moving away from the image he established with the sensitive,
well-written Seven Bridges Road and instead has adopted the currently popular macho outlaw stance, ala Waylon Jennings.
Take, for example, the openers on both sides. The first, the title
track "Renegade Picker," is dedicated to none other than the
"Killer"-Jerry Lee Lewis. Turn the record over and you have
"Lonesome On'ry and Mean"-"inspired" by Waylon Jennings.
Not that this is a bad album. All the songs are well played and
Young's straining, soaring style of singing probably suits this type of
music better than his previous work.
He does a particularly good job on Merle Haggard's "I Can't Be
Myself," Willie Nelson's "It's Not Supposed To Be That Way" and his
own "Old Memories (Mean Nothing to Me)." These three songs from
the first side along with "All Her Lovers Want to be the Hero"
(another of his own compositions) on side two are as close as he comes
to his eJlrlier poetic style.
Two other songs round out the strongest music of the collection, a
really tough, raunchy version of "Tobacco Road" and a Guy Clark
("L.A. Freeway," "Old Time Feeling" and "Desperadoe~") piece
~alled "Broken Hearted People (Take Me To A Barroom)."

All beat up, and she played like
hell.
Until you got him started singing
those old gospel songs...
Thinking about · "Stoney"
reminds me of another memorable
ballad written by Jerry Jeff, "Mr.
Bojangles." Jerry Jeff is older now,
his image-making power is deeper.
Fortunately all this growth has not
destroyed the emotional intensity of
h1s songs.

ONE
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University Dairy Queen

Name of SR·56 Retailer
SR-56 . . -.-·-·--~ . - . Serial No. (/rom back of calculator)
Please allow 30 days for rebate
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(across from f-'opejoy
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Meet the whole Advent family .. of
speakers - 5 models, tape deck and
new ret<eiver {with the revolutionary
phono preamp section\. Dorl'l. forget
12:00 to 8:00 this Friday. Refreshments
served. Meet the Advent and •
Hi-Fi House families!
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TEXAS INSTRUMENTS

© 1976 ·rexas Instruments Jncorporalcd
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HEAR THE ADVENT "DAVID" SLAY THE HIGH-PRICED GOLIATHS

I

L------------------------------------------------~----------------------------~-----~

•Suggested retail price.

ADVE'-T
_, ..

THE MODEL300 RECEIVER:

-----~---------~~-------------------------------------~---------------------,

Texas Instruments will rebate $10.00 of your original
SR-56 purchase price when you return this coupon
and your SR-56 customer information card postmark~d no later than October 31,1976. To apply:
1. Fill out this coupon
2. Fill out special serialized customer information
card inside SR-56 box
3. Return completed coupon and information card to:
Special Campus Offer
P.O. Box 1210
Richardson, Texas 75080
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Steve Young/Renegade Picker/RCA APL1-1759

notes by his comment, "There's a
little bit of the bullshitter in every
writer-storyteller. Even in this true

I first ran into Stoney
In some bar downtown
Was in Richmond, Virginia
We were bum min' around.
Suitcase to suitcase,
We started fa/kin',
Findin' out about the things we
shared,
And the miles we've been.
He had a gray pillowcase
Full of books by Durrell.
And he had this old concertina

"'

Renegade Picket

It's a story, prefaced in the liner

Within a few hours of hearing
this album, I had a new favorite
, Jerry Jeff song, "Couldn't Do
Nothin' Right," written by lost
gonzos Gary P. Nunn and Karen
Brooks.

Economical basics. Pow-erful slide rules.
And, a programmable powerhouse.
Tl-1200

A Good Night
For Singin'
Jerry Jeff Walker/It's a Good
Night for Singin' /MCA-2202
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FOOTBALL: Frosh,Varsity,&Cole

Transsexual Plans Chromosome Test Suit

By David Delling

how many or which players he will
On offense the Lobos will want
be taking to Colorado with him
to pass, but it will also depend on
because some freshmen are likely to the situation.
be playing on the varsity,
Smith said, "We haven't had
enough
time to work as a team to
Quarterbacking the Lobos will be
~ Lobo Freshman Coach Reese Ben Shultz, a Manzano High know enough about them." Smith
A Smith does not
know
School product, whom Smith said is hoping to work the freshmen as a
is an above-average passer and a team in order to prepare for their
"good student of the game." The
quality of his receivers will depend
on the status of Ricky Martin and
Chris Combs who may continue as
starters on the varsity, or end up
playing for the freshmen.

The UNM freshman football
rn team will open its season Saturday
o when it plays Fort Lewis College in
.'2 Durango, Colo., in a controlled
;, scrimmage-type game.
Q)

game Saturday, When asked if the
team was ready Smith said, "Today
we're not, Saturday we will be."
The Wolfpups haven't seen Fort
Lewis play this season, but Smith
said "if they are like they were last
year they will be good." He said it
is a four-year school and hi1

Dr. Renee Richards, the
Richards has been the center of
transsexual tennis player, plans to
controversy since her sex operation
sue the United States Tennis
was publicly disclosed. The former
Association (UST A) unless they Dr, Richard Raskin breezed
admit her to the U.S. Open as an through her opponents at the
alternate
without
a
sex Tennis Week Open in South
chromosome test.
Orange, New Jersey last week until
Richards said her lawyer is she met the likes of 17-vear-old Lea
already preparing papers for legal
"
Daily lobo
action. Richards will sue for
deprivation of her civil rights, the
right to earn a livelihood and equal

freshmen will run up against some
good experience. Fort Lewis is
coached by ex-Lobo player and
coach Jay McNitt.
About a dozen Lobo freshmen
have a good chance to gain spots on
the varsity if they continue to
imr>m·ve said Smith.

. ·Sports.

~

The Beatles
In

magical mystery
ftl~~
Tour
lfitt

·I

I

September 7, through 10
SUB Bnllroom Lobby
Sponsored by Student Activities

II

The Turquoise Terror went through its second scrimmage of the year Wednesday. Another
is scheduled Friday at 4 p.m. but is closed to the public.

Defense Shines in Workout

,I

By Tim Gallagher
exceptionally well. He once pitched
'
..
The UNM football team broke off after being hit hard.
·
' • Daily lobo
from its original plan and went
Smokey Turman and freshman
through a shortened scrimmage
Greg
West made some nice runs off
Wednesday afternoon at the the option.
practice field.
Mondt was pleased most by the Turquoise (first team) looked
Head coach Bill Mondt suddenly first team. "I thought the best," he said.

The UNM women's golf team is anticipating a championship
season under coach Henry Sandles. Two members of his
team are Laurie Steenrod (left}, and Carla Muir.

drills and
calledinthe
stopped
practice
the scrimmage
middle of
which lasted about 30 minutes.

Champs Lead Golfers

. i
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·. .·..sp_orts.

Wind

The defense
to have
an
advantage
over seemed
the offense
during
the workout. The three offensive

And

Silver

25 -50% off on selected
and used eq·wptm4:mt
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By Monte Duncan
The women's golf team will open
its fall schedule Sept. 15 in the
Golden Hurricane Invitational at
the University of Tulsa.
Coach Henry San dies, new at
UNM this year, will pick a squad of
eight women from the 12 now out
for the team. ·

'-'
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Hunter Thompson
September 2-8:00 p.m. Popejoy
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The Women's Tennis association
who has opposed Richard's
participation is planning to require
sex tests for future tournaments.

Richards said reasons for legal
action against the USTA include
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Imperial OpticaJ Co.

,_.""

"'

Specializing In
Personal Eye Wear

-.J
C>

$erving Nevv Mexico For 22 Years

J.F. Klipstone
Dispensing Optician
Mon.-Fri., 9-6- Saturday 9-1

298-2817

--

Suite 15
1704 Moon NE

........

The most grueling competition
yet devised by man . ..
Motocross

PE Classes
Bill DeGroot, coordinator of lhe Basic Instruction Program, has announced ttJ;(.' rl'opening
oCthe following PE classt>s,
Beginning Swimming, M- W, 8:30-9:20, new
pool, 100-001

"Man Against
Man . .. Machine
Against Machine . ..
In An Endless
Spectacle"

Lifesaving, M-W, 9:30-10:20, new pool, 105·002
RC>gjnningTcnnis, M-W, 12:30·1:20, No. courts,
143 013

Jntt•rmcd, Volh•yhall, F, 10·12, auxiliary gym,

147·015

Raquctball, M·W, 1:30-2:20, Hnr!dbnll Crt.,,,

152-004
Raqul'tball, '1'-Th, 2-2:50, Handball C'rts.,l52-005
Phy.~iral l'onditinninj~, M \V, 2:30-3:20, R42, 160007

Eastda&

EASTPAU: CENTER N.E.
2&4·3100

INOW PLAYING!!

ASUNffi& PEC
Present

For the first time in Albuquerque

''

e

and''
plus

Special Guest
~·

'' ite

''

Q

\

'

plus pads

Tickets at: SUB Box Office for Student Discount &
Gold Street Cirus &. Nmtural Sound No.2 on 1\ien•ud
Admission $3.00-Generai Public, $1.50 Students

SPECIALISTS
SINCE 1967

'

!' \
'

z

(!)

New Glasses~

'

.~

The UNM Cricket Club will play
a match against a group of
cricketers from Northern Colorado
University at Johnson Fields
Saturday at 9:30a.m.
Mani Natarajan, captain of the
UNM squad said the opponents will
travel from Gunnison, Colo. to
play all day,
Natarajan, from India, said the
UNM squad is made up of
exchange students from England,
the West Indies and India, as well
as American students. The sport
originated in England.
Natajaran said the scoring in the
sport resembles American baseball.
The object of the game is for the
batter to hit the bail thrown by the
bailer (like a pitcher) and run back
and forth between the two bases
and touch them with the bat. There
are 11 men to a side.
The club is entirely selfsupporting and Natarajan said the
equipment is "very expensive."
He said the 22-man club has been in
existence for about four years.

Basklhll, Sflbll, T Th, 3-3:50, Johnson, 172-003
fll'g, Yoga, M-W, 1:$0 2:20, C"arlislt>, 165 006

featuring
Polarguard
& Dupont ~~---..;o;~~,.....,
Fiberfill
II

National Affaris Editor of "Rolling Stones"-Author of "Hell's Angel's", Fear· and
Loathing in Las Vegas", Fear and Loathing: On the Campaign Trai11972."
·
Famous Doonesbury Character "The Duke"

;

Cricketers
Set Match

I·US-B San Malco NE/256-9190

presents

il .......

the use of sex tests in the U.S. Open
for the first time, her questioning
the test as a sex determinant and the
tournament ' s acceptance o f women
who have not had tournament
singles records in recent years.

N.Y.

t1a

~~~~~

on the tennis tour and talk to
people,

Mike Blanchard, U.S. Open
tournament
director said it would
After the tournament, Richards
be
impossible
for Richards to make
decided to take a year's leave of
absence from her medical practice the 96-player women's singles draw
as an opthamologist to concentrate today. The 12-day tournament
takes place at Forest Hills, Queens,

- fl/lllll·---

ASUNM Speakers Comittee

)••

any of the nationally ranked teams,
if everything goes right." Local
golf fans will be able to see the team
in action during the Tucker
Invitational, hosted by UNM
October 6-8.

The team is led by Nancy
Romero, Barbara Berry, Cindy
Rimless ·with ·lensps
Kelliher, and Karla Muircarla. All
any color combination,;four are attending UNM on golf
Special orders· Ctls.tom
scholarships.
made $33.50 fqr a shQrt
Romero was a high school state
time only
·
champion in 1975 and 1976, while
Berry was also a high school state
Casey Rexa/1 Drug
champion.
CNext tO Cauy Op(lcal Co.l
'
Coach Sandles said, "I'm
4310 Lon,as .NE
looking forward to a very good
· (at Washingtqn) · ·
year. I think we'll be as strong as:.__j~~~~~~~~~~~~

Tonight!

}

.

Pholo by W(•nd('JI T. Hunt

units fumbled no less than eight
times during. their series. This
enabled the defense to limit the
offenses to three first downs.
Most of the nation's collegiate
Mondt said, "The fumbles were football magazil'les are making
due to lack of concentration. I Robin Cole a merry ole' soul by
guess this is what happens when picking him to their All-American
you've been practicing .for two teams.
weeks and still have to wait two
The Sporting News became the
weeks to play your first game."
eighth national publication to name
The defense was led by a '!>trong Cole to the All-American squad at
performance from the line as ·Well defensive end. Among some of the
as some bone-jarring stops by more prestigious publications to tab
Roark Shirley at monster;
the UNM senior are Street and
Smith, Kick-Off, and Playboy.
First-string quarterback Noel
Cole said the honors bestowed on
Mazzone and second-string him make him feel "real good. It
quarterback C. J. Jones moved the gives me something to live up to."
teams equally well. Jones threw a
"King" Cole said the Lobo
long bomb that would have gone defense is "beginning to get it
for a touchdown, but slipped off together. We're playing like a team
the fingertips of wide receiver Keith now.''
Ellis. Mazzone did what he does
Other Lobos picked to All- Preston Dennard (he was named
-best; -he- ran the option American teams are wide receiver several times) and offensive
lineman Kevin Starke.

three days only
. ',September 2, 3, & 4,
~

JOII;
,.,.
A .&..

......___..,...

Antonopolis in the semifinals.
Richards
was
beaten
by
Antonopolis 6-7,6-3, 6-0,.

.'

Wed., Sept., 8, UNm Areno., 8pm
Student discounts available at
the SUB Ticket Office
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ACCURATE TYPIS'f:
etc, Call268·1285. 9/3

t-

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING

O"l

r-i

C\l

I

""'
Cl)

s

Rate•: 15 eeala per w9rd per day, 011e doU.r
' •lal.mum, Advertla...aeala run live or .,oro
eonnc:utlve d•y• with no e~anpe, olne ceo•.
+"
P.,. to ,..r word jHir clay lao .refuiid..ll eaa.o~ol
Cl)'
liefore floe lnaorUoaol. Claullled ad•
rJ)
ver~~lllea!a-•u!~!le pe~ ID advu,m, · ·
Cl)

\ j

Muroo Ball rool8 }SI.~r by mall to:
C._qllled ~dvertlilntr, \111/M Bn ZO,
Allouqlli.. rqMe, N;M, 871:11

'I'Hi\NKH to all my ft•llow l'!'<M Htutknt> 1\n• ht•lp
ing L.P. (lnodhuy SL~ll 0\U\~un\·r' rt'l't1rd. a'7t)l l't'U
trn1 Ng l~H'I'oss from F;ll lhtnlphn'y·~) t!n

(])
~

~ (lYPHY l'ANDLI·: IU:HTAl'IL\C\l'. 11•'11\<' ,.,,,,;.
ing, l•~urv~wou\
l'nlt•rtainmt•nL

Cl)

z

\~ '~t'''ru,\\f_ .\h\' 't'~\·t.tr:..w.
~~Hl tll-1 1. ~l -:

1-'SP

C\1- AlHl£,'1' BALl(E1\ Jau .md nttl(h•ra d . m'-''" '-"l>\•.-.;t'S
M ;Lvailahlt•. ~\in• mitnlh'"' frtltn ~.·.tmpu"-. :;~,·tw~.\r
(J) .c;hips fur hny-, .n.til.lbk. U.L)odt'n. ~\.'ht1tl~ ,1( Ho1lh•t.
bJ)

cd

P-i

.n:m Prn-.pt•t't ~tn•t•t !':K ~tiS tl)tll.

~) 7

WANTim: ~ t'IU:A'J'In: IJY;·u~IIl' pt••>ph• tu
t•arn $:1 hr for Ill hrs wk j<lh <lll r.tmpu;. ~lust ht•
21, sot•ially ~'L"tin•, hU")!nl'SS-mindl•d. l'~tll lWW:
Mr. ,J<•tmg 2-1:1 HtHH rxt. :10::! and h•tlVP n~utw. ~l 1!
'rim IlES'l' I'HH'l•:llluill'h in t<mn: f<>ot long- hot
dogs, :!5¢. 1l 3 Okit•s. 9.":10
TilE MIME I•JXI'Io:HIMI•JN'l' pcrf<>rming arts rol·
l<•<•livc• offl'rs fall work~hop lwgmning St•(ltt•mh<•r
11 in mime> arling-, t•rraliv£' rlrnmatit•s, folk dnnrl•,
helly danre, juggling, lwginning guitar. Call /l.l2
IOHO. 9117
CONVIC'J' IN r'I;Olt!DA Prison wishes to henr
from female correspondents, write Dawson
Newton #030489, P.O. Box 747-54 0262, Sturkr,
Fla. 32091 "Old Unit." 917

U/VR BLOOD PLAY Ruflb!l, UNM Rugby nt•cds
donors, Johnson building, 4:30 G:OO p.m. Tuesday
& Thursday.
---

--":----

-

--

~

SANDY I'M SA'I'ISF1ED and tickled pink cuzof
you. Love you Eddie. 9/3

-

-··----·•-'•--~

--

.-u-----~--•·-~--

OVER 330 ·m,ACK mt•n and women have been
killed in South Afri<·a sinct• May. Stop U.S. trade
w_i_t!'.__S_.?.uth_Africa. Wri~~!O_?rCongr~n. 9/9
ROSA'S CANTINA NEEDS afternoon cruisers,
25¢_drn_...:s till~~·fi1:_8G'1_-9J8~._ _?19 -~-~·----~·
WH,I, DAIJYS!'l' IN my home. N.E. Heights.
2%·3201. 9/2
MY '!'HANKS TO person who returned lost wallet.
lfintt•restrd in reward please cnll265·7394. Leave
message for Mark. 9/2

2.

FOUND: Your ID Frances Irene Sandoval.
Claim Rm 131 Marron Hall. 9/8
-~--

FOUND MIRRORED PRESCRIP'l'ION glasses
outside Ortega Hall. Claim Marron Hall131. 9/9

3.

R!Dl•JSI RIDES! RIDESI ... 2fifi.9800 or (303)449·
0070. 9!7
BELLY DANCING CLASSES. $5 weekly at the
.!J~':!!~~em 2~5.:_1~~·. 9/15
==::::
MO'fHER TRUCKERS S'fUDENT moving and
hauling, dependable, reliable. Call mom at 299·
1501 evenings. 9/3

riXI'r:lW•JNO;D 'I'YPlST: Manuscripts, theses,
·pnpt•rs, l'lc. 50¢ double spncl'!l pngo, 296.4256,
9 a
lllll"H~; PAT!':Tl!'H: int<•rinl', t•Xt<'rior, qu:tli
flt•t!. hll'\fll'llm t•, quit•k, ,., t•nings Hfl!l 08!0. 917
ll:\1\ltY'~ r;t.Et'TIUlNH' IU:I'AIR, 118 Snn
.Pt•dr,l S!.<~. ~tiii-U:l:l5. Culm· TV.-;, lnpl' dl'('ks •.ctl~rC~o,
.un!'lt[Jt•r< ••tutu r.uhos. Install bur~;lar alarms.
ltl'u dJ'<'Ulllll for stud<•nts with Ill. quirk S<'rvire.

1.' <t•d TY s {,u· sal<•.

9 7

•

HPEAK Fllf::-.1Cll! Fr<'llch native and l'Xpt•ri••nrNI
ll';tl'hl•r will la•lp Y(HI t•xprt\ss yourst'if in Frcnrh,
informal !l•arhing SJll p<•r 2-hour '''"""· Cilll
ViviaJw ~55-2577. ~l 7

m:r.r,y DANCING CLAHSI•JS. I•'ree introdU<•tory
l~ssons,

9

shake your lift• up. RehPka'c 1!98·1965.

~

4.

FORSALE

1972 V!oJGA WAGON $G50.00 evenings 266-3019,

9/2

ENCYEI,OI-;ElliA. BRI1'ANNICA ... ONE- set
nvailable at $500.00. 15th Edition published 1974.
!'i~~J.'~ice_!fl!l9:(J()· Call Dave at 877-3955. 9/9
TEXAS INSTHUMENT SH-56 w/ch~-;ge;[;;:
structions program library work sheets in box like
new $119.95 SR·50 Gunrunner Pnwn 3107 Central
NE. We take trade. 9/2
BUG ~AM ~·M=-=R~a...,d~io--=-a.-tr-a-ck,.--st~-reo
$1,350.00. 242 6986, 9/3

i972vw

RECORDS AND TAPES-good price, good selec·
tion, good people, LP Goodbuy, 3701 Central NE
Iacross from Fat Humphreys).
10·SPEEDBIKEby Am~rica;;-E~g!.~·
ExceiiPnt $69.95. Complete drum set needs a
couple new skins, so only $79.95. Stands Hi·hat,
cymbals included. We take trades. Gunrunner
Pawn, 3107 Central NE. 9/2

MAN'S

·-----·-----·~~--~.-~---

~.

--

PEUGBO'r lO·spccd 23" New Tires, tubes & rims,
Excellent condition $125. Ask for Dill at Hippo
Icc Crcnm. 9/2

LOST & FOUND
-~---

AGUPRESSURI•: S'J'UDY, 3 months course, dis·
cussing and practicing most popular cases,
Chinese Culture Center, 3015 Central NE, 268·
7023. 9/3

l:s..\·i<McAT- EXAMS-. ·)'~-;;p;.:~ ~~;;.~ c;liP;,;:fcssionnl Bducators of New Mexico, Inc, 842·
5::!00, tfn
•

PERSONALS

1.

0

manuscripts,

CAN"!' CONCEN'fRATE? Encrgylcss? Uplil{ht'l
Come Alive! Join new Genesis Growth Organiza·
lion. Gall883-3911. 9/3

..0

u
·~

Essays,

SERVICES

PASSPORT, IDENTIFICATION PHOTOS.
[,ow est prices in town! Fast, pleasing, ncar UNM.
Call 265·2444 or come to 1717 Girard Blvd. NE.
tfn
24·HOUR DRUG STORE-Community Drug.
5100 Indian School Rd. NE. Dennis S. Pena, RPh
(UNM 57)owner. ll/13

DICYCI,ES: LOWEST PRICES on High quality
bicycles. Some used, some on sale. R.C. Hallett's
843-9378. tfn
-~•o•--~--~-

20 PORTABLE T-V's,. $30 to $60. 441 Wyoming
NE, 255·5987. !0/18
LOOK •. Color TV left for repair bill, Big screen,
assume payments of $7 per month, no interest.
255-7534. 917
LEA'l'HER CHAPS, Frye boots, both new condi·
lion. Call Terry 265-0538. 917
STEREO DEI'AR'l'MENT. Closing all 1976 new
sterec equipment. Pioneer, Sansui receivers, 8·
track, reel to reels, cas, etc. ·10 to 50% off while
they last. 255·7535. 917

:--:--:-:-:::-::---::---::

TAP/JAZZ CLASSES ncar UNM. Experienced
professional instruction 242·3422. 9/10

>--N--

~•-

----

~-~~---~~---··-~-~

1974 SUPER BEETLE, only 13,500 miles, like
new, $2595. Drum set with cymbals, $165. 1944
D·lB Martin guitar, beautiful condition, $1000.
266·4567, 277-6404. 917

-==:-=:-:::-::--:-:::--:-::::

NECCHI ZIG ZAG. 1976 sewing machine makes
buttonholes, overcast, embroiders, blind hems
without att;•chments, $39 or payments of $9, no
interest, 255·7534. 9!7

Special orders custom
made $33.50 for a short
tim~. only

C.asey Rexai/Drug

HARLEY DAVIDSON SPORTSTER, 1000cc, for
Sale, excellent condition. Only 15,000 miles,
XJ,CH Model, $1850 or best offer. Call 8439347.
9/3

TRADITIONAL 5-STRING, tenor banjo, Irish
9/3

____ _

lessons. 836·1877.
-fiddling,
·-· ____ ...._,_
FJ,Y TO EUROPE, Asia, Africa inexpensively,
reliably. Eurail passes, etc. For further informa·
tion on budget travel contact Intercontinental
Travel Centre 1107 Girard Blvd SE, Suite Ll
255·6830. 9/8

WANTED TO BUY used clothing, import, vin·
tage, ethnic, 266·5275. 9/8
-CASH OR 'l'HAI._ll~~-fo-r-ca_m_c_r~as-,-,.-.n-s-enlargers,
other photo items, Wilson Cam<•rn, 3107 GL·ntral
NE. 9/3

i

'72 128 FIAT, 4·dr Sedan. Best offer. 883-1293
alter 5p.rn. 9{_3
_ __ . __
ROYAL ELI'JCTRIC OFFICE Typewriter, reconditioned, like new, $175, or trade [OJ' Smith·
Coron~ portable, 877·7611. 9/8
1975 HONrlA
Mot~~~yclc·70mpg: wi;;-d~
sbh•ld, saddlebags, mint condition, 5200 mi. 2964430. 9/8
-- ----- --- ··--- HANGGLI!JF:H 17 Ft Std~Jii~-~ew,$2oo,-:J96:
1964. 9/8

cn2oo

5.

FORRENT

BI•'l•'ICII'JNCY APARTMENT. WAI,KING dis·
tan<'<' to UNM. $1l5.00. 266 2275 aft!'r 6:00. 9/3
FRJ.:I~; IU~NT. one or two students, in exchang('
oc•r;lsiooal dog sitting and fixing up old house for
working old gal writrr. 255-1729 wcrkends,

PVl'll_ings.

•

9/2

CI'rADfJL APARTMENTS-An apnrtm~nt ,;;;;,.
plex for tlw young and the young in heart. Rents
start at $1.15, Large swimming pool. Effi<·iencies
& I bdrm av;Jilnble, furnislwd or unfurnisiH•cl.
Walking distance to UNM, 1520 University NE.
2·13·24fl4. 9/8

6.

EMPLOYMENT

MOUNTAINSIDE YMCA is hiring college men &
women to work part time as counselor/coaches
w/clcmcnlary school aged children, in NE heights'
outreach program. For personal interview contact
Rex SmiLC. 292·2298. Deadline: 9/13!76. 917

~Edward

WANTED MAN OR woman to sell display ad·
vcrtising for the Daily LOBO--straight com·
mission-Please only serious students apply.
Leave name & phone number. 277·4002. 9/3
WORK TJlREE EVENINGS and Saturdays
$100.00 weekly. 242·8152 ~~tcr 3:00 onlyi 9/2
SAVE GAS! RIDERS will cut expenses a~d driv·
ing by one hnlfl Drivers file free at Rideline 265·
9860, (303)4·19·6670. 9/9
~---.~-- ·~-.---~
.. --~·--~-

..

-----~-- ~-~

PART TIME WAITRESS Wanted from 11:00·
2:00. Apply in person at Deli Mart II, 5111 Menaul
NE. 9/8
UNIQUE CAMPUS JOB pay;-$3-Jhr & expense;
lor 10·12 hrs/wk. Good "xperiencc in public rcla·
lions and promotional work. Busincss·oricnted
people preferred, Call soon: Mr. Jeung, 243·8661
ext. 302, leave message. 9/2
WAITRESSES WANTED, apply
Triangle Lounge, afternoon. 9/8

fu ;.-;;;;.-

UNM STUDENTS. Excellent part-time income
organizing sample sales of very popular clothing
line for independent sales Rep. Clothing Expcr·
ience necessary. 294·2101, 9-ipm only. 9/9

I'ART TIME JOB. Graduate students only. Must
he over 21 years old. Need two part-time employ·
ces for day work. A !so ha vc positions for Friday
& Saturday nights. Apply in person only. No
phone calls please. Savo Way [,iquor Stores, 5704
Lomas NE, 5516 Mcnaul NE. 9/13
ST(JDY AID NEEDED for paraly~ed student:
Tues & Thurs. 10a.m.·3p.m., Fri 1·3p.m., 265·
4291. 9/3

..
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Attention Student
Organizations!

~lt~ fhe

incorrectly

14 Common suffix
21 Bullfighter

25 Born
27 Eastern group of
colleges (abbr.)
28 "Such - - for the
course"
29 Leaves out
32 Argentine plains
34 Spahn's teammate
36 Part of an
intersection
38 Go t o 39 Going away
40 Region of Asia
Minor
41 Try to equal or
surpass
43 Sound
44 Come forth
45 Secondhand dealer
48 12~ cents
51 Urges
55 Malay law
56 Brazilian heron
57 Palin drink
58 Body of water
60 Ignited

En~

.~U~.

Deadline For Re- ~U~

~U~ chartering Is September En~
~uS 17,

~U~

:;
·u•
~n~

:•U•:

~lt~
.. •

·~.

Z66-8940

1976. For Further
Information Call The
. . .
Stu d ent A ctiVItles
Center
6
277-470

~ ~

~U~
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::ltt······~···..·•·••·•·• ..........................,;.Jt•:
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New 1'-..llexic;,
Daily Lobo
Classified Advertising Rates
15¢ per word, $1.00 minimum charge
5 or more times- 9¢ per word
Terms Cash in advance

11

13 Recognized

:~n·:
~····································'··········:'.•n•.~

~

ZunlNE

50 Florida resort
city
Lower back
52 Play on words
Highest point
53 Fuel
Fear of Heights
54 1965 baseball MVP
Discomfort
57 Famous ship
Circus performer
58 -·--Japanese War
(p 1.)
59 Fien4ish
Mass. - - of Tech. 61 Oklahoman city
Part of wedding
62 Expect
ceremony (p1.)
63 Moslem potentates
German city
64 Abstainer
Scully
Never: Ger.
DOWN
Type of soup
Sweetsop
Aids to digestion
Man's name
2 Sourness
John or Jane
3 Crosby, e.g.
Medicinal
4 Swoboda and Hunt
substances
5 Make a choice
One named after
6 If - - a hammer
another
7 Arthur Miller
Rests
family
Italian coin
8 Spanish or
Hugh Hefner bunny
Portuguese
9 U. S. Military
Hard worker
decoration
Poetic term
10 PeggyAdvertisements
11 Relating to bees
(slang)
12 G. B. Shaw play
Alaskan city
ACROSS

15
16

Collegiate CW76-32
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• Expert VW Repair
., Small Car, Old Car,
And Truck Repair
• Guaranteed Work
• Woman Mechanic
• Certified Mechanic
7800

Julius, 1976

~~.

Herman
The German

4310 Lomas NE

Phone 255-8736 .· .

MISCELLANEOUS

MEN'S NEW 26" Schwinn Suburban Aieycl<
$105 ('ash. 345-2125 between 9·4. 9/3

/Next to Casey Optical Co.J

, lat.Washjngtonl

8.

TRAVEL

-~-·---K0.---~----~·-----~·--

1974 VEGA STATION Wagon 4-speed, excellent
condition. Must Sell. $1500.256-7828. 9/3

New Glasses?
Rimless with lensps
any color combination.

7.
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Appearing
Triangle Lounge
Tonight Thru
Sunday
9-1:45

Want Ads say it
in a Big WayU

Please place the following classified advertisement in the New Mexico Daily Lobo
.~~ times beginning
under the heading (cirt:le one): 1.
Personals; 2. Lost & Found; 3. Services; 4. For Rent; 5. For Sale; 6. Employment;
7. Miscellaneous.

Marron Hall, Room 132
Mail To
UNM Box 20, University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131

Enclosed $ ·--·- _

Placed by ______ ··--·

Telephone~~-,·~-~--

